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III. Reliance on Deposition Testimony 22 

Q. Please explain why your direct testimony contains quotations from the deposition 23 

transcripts. 24 

A.  I provided the quotations from the deposition transcripts because I relied, in part, on 25 

the deposition testimony when formulating my opinions.  26 

Q. Are deposition transcripts the type of information that you, or other Staff witnesses, 27 

typically rely upon in proceedings at the Commerce Commission? 28 

A.  Yes, this is the type of information I rely upon when performing analyses for the 29 

Commission.  That is, Staff witnesses generally rely upon information provided by utility 30 

employees through discovery.  Typically discovery is conducted through data requests.  31 

Thus, typically, I rely upon the information provided by utility employees in data request 32 

responses.  In this docket, depositions were taken of Company employees, as well.  Thus 33 

I relied upon deposition testimony as well as written data request responses. 34 

Q. What if anything about the deposition testimony makes you believe that it is reliable 35 

such that you would base your opinion upon it? 36 

A.  I expect Company employees to provide honest and accurate information in 37 

response to discovery in docketed matters, whether it is in the form of data request 38 

responses or depositions.  In the Commission discovery process, data requests are sent to 39 

utilities addressed either specifically to a particular witness or to the utility in general.  A 40 

utility employee who has knowledge of the area of inquiry provides responses.  Similarly, 41 

during the depositions taken in this case, Staff and intervenors posed questions to 42 

Company employees who either had knowledge in the area being inquired about, or who 43 

responded that they did not know the answer to the question. 44 
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  Furthermore, unlike utility personnel providing data request responses, the 45 

deponents took an oath to tell the truth prior to their depositions.  Thus, the deposition 46 

testimony cited in my testimony would seem at least as reliable as the discovery normally 47 

relied upon by Staff. 48 

IV. Reply to Nicor Witness Feingold1 49 

A. The Regulatory History and Approval Process 50 

Q. Mr. Feingold insists that the focus of the regulator’s attention should be on the 51 

utility’s results under PBR and not on micro-managing the utility’s individual 52 

decisions with the benefit of perfect hindsight.2  He further instructs the 53 

Commission that it “should, and indeed must, evaluate the utility’s results that were 54 

achieved under the PBR by measuring the utility’s performance against the 55 

established benchmark.”  Do you agree? 56 

A.  From my perspective, there is great value in avoiding hindsight review, whenever 57 

possible.  However, such restraint should not apply when dealing with a utility that used 58 

deceit in order to establish a PBR benchmark or sharing rule, or in the subsequent 59 

calculation of the benchmark or accounting for costs.  Furthermore, a review of records 60 

and calculations to correct errors in a PBR benchmark or in the accounting of costs is not 61 

the type of “hindsight review” that I would condemn. 62 

B. Accusations of Fundamental Flaws 63 

Q. Mr. Feingold accuses you of proposing adjustments that are “fundamentally flawed 64 

                                                 

1 Nicor Exhibit 6.0 
2 Nicor Exhibit 6.0, p. 9. 
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